Why William Morris Left His
Joyous Gard
Rob AlIen
In 1865 Williarn Morris left Red House at Upton in Kent (now Bexleyheath in
suburban London) never to return again. The oft-told story of the Morris family's
departure from their house in Kent to live 'over the shop' - in the premises of
Morris, Marshall, Faulkner and Company - is usually recounted with great
poignancy. The reasons why they might have left the House - deserting their
Earthly Paradise l , the place conventionally regarded as where Morris was happiest
- have been explored in great derail. For many people, particularly if they have
visited Red House, it seems difficult to understand why after only five years of
occupancy of what was intended to he a 'Palace of Art', the Morris family should
have moved to a situation which aesthetically, socially and physically, could only
be seen as worse. Jan Marsh graphically summarised rhis when she wrote rhar the
<Morrises moved from their real·life dream house back into the soot-laden,
smog-ridden centre of London ... no garden) no carriage and no surrounding
countryside'.z The explanations mOSt frequently provided for the move are varied
and used in combination. They often show how) for what are assumed to be
mainly practical reasons, Morris had little choice to drop his plans to turn Red
House into the genuine working artistic community of his dreams. This dream had
been particularly represented, in the view of Ray Watkinson) in Morris's painting
on the cupboard in rhe haIJ of the House. Here, through a combination of
elements linked to T ristram and Iseult in Lancelot's castle of Joyous Gard) as well
as to the court of Good King Rene and the nearby Pilgrim's Way to Canrerbury,
Morris had projected 'the life of the Red House, happy couples embarking on the
new life and marriage and family, in places of their own adorning .. '] \Vhat
then had happened to this idyllic and celebratory vision of Red House?
Money and Work
A common explanation is that financial constraints were the dominant factor.
Morris's wealth in his twenties, which allowed him, alone amongst his friends, to
build such a house) was based on mining shares left to him by his father. The
conventional argument is that their value declined through the first parr of the
1860s until he could no longer afford to live there. The problem is usually seen to
have been compounded by the set-up and maintenance COStS of the Firm which
was not yet) in these early days) financially secure or profitable. Reference is often
made to Morris having to sell off some of his collecrion of painrings ro supporr
both the House and the Firm. In fact) the significant drop in the value was in the
years immediately before building the House and) as David Rodgers pointed out,
'in 1865 Morris's income from the dividends in his shares in Devon Great Consols
was higher than any rime since 1857'.4
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The very existence of the Firm itself is another source of explanation.
Established in April 1861, within a year of the Morrises moving in to Red House,
the Firm became for the first time in his life (except for his short spell at G.E.
Street's architectura I office in Oxford) a job. Linda Parry notes that Morris
became increasingly absorbed by, and responsible for, the Firm's activities and
indeed its success, undertaking not only the business manager role for which he
had been paid from the beginning, but also a 'strong directorial role') She
concludes that it made a move back to London inevitable. It is indeed difficult to
imagine Morris anything other than consumed by this project for which he had to
become a commuter, travelling by road to Abbey Wood station and then by train
to the Firm's headquarters in Red Lion Square. It is equally difficult to imagine
that he would have adapted easily to this routine of commuting for several hours
a day. Gay Daly argues that the responsibilities caused him inrense physical and
nervous strain, leaving him severely drained. 6 A move from Red House back to
London would undoubtedly have made his day-ta-day life easier.
However, it is undoubtedly the case, as many have noted, that the
establishment of the Firm was a significant factor in suddenly and radically
changing Morris's life and giving him direction, purpose and a new identity. But
for most of Morris's time at Red House it was his view that the House should be
the base for this new life and that the problems faced would best be resolved by
bringing everything (and everyone) to Red House. That too would have solved
many of the practical problems he was facing.
Living at Red House
The House itself, or at least the implications of living in it, are often used at least
as a partial explanation for the departure. Upton, though now part of a built-up
suburb, was in those days a small settlement sitring on an exposed, windswept
plateau. The House, Webb's first independent commission as an architect, was by
his own admission not adequately designed in cerrain practical aspects. The north
and west facing aspects of the main rooms mean that it can sometimes be cither
too cold or too hot. Morris contracted a number of illnesses whilst living at Red
House. By 1861 he was experiencing kidney problems? and in 1864, supposedly as
a consequence of the cold and all the travel, a bad outbreak of rheumatic fever.
Jane secms to have suffered deteriorating health and fell ill in 1864, possibly as a
consequence of a miscarriage. S The fact that the House was relatively isolated
with no easy access to a doctor is also seen as compounding the problem, leading
to Red House and Upton being perceived as an unhealthy environment. 9
Of particular notc in many explanations of the departure, however, is the
combination of Morris's own ill health and that of the Burne·Jones family.
Edward Burne-Jones himself suffered general ill health and there is reference
during this period to him spitting blood and having to be confined to bed on a
number of occasions. Generally regarded as timid, if not neurotic, as well as being
averse to the countryside, it is difficult to imagine that he looked forward
permanently to living in rural Kent. Right through until 1864 Morris was,
however, planning to move the Burne-Jones family to Upton, for which Philip
Webb had drawn up plans that would have extended the distinctive L~shape of the
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House into a rectangle. But in late 1864, whilst the Morrises, Burne-Joneses and
the Faulkncrs were on holiday in Littlehampton, the three-year old Philip BurneJones contracted scarlet fever, which he passed on to his pregnant mother. This
seems to have precipitated the premature birth of the Burne·Joneses' second SOil,
who died three weeks later. Burne-Jones was particulatly shaken by these events.
In November of that year, he had written to Morris withdrawing from the Red
House project. Morris noted that he cried on receiving the letter, that it was a
blow, but that it was hardly unexpected. 10
Certainly, this decision of Bume-Jones, whatever its basis, was finally to
convince Morris that his dream of cominuing to live at Upton was not going to
happen and it precipitated his decision to leave the House. Suspicions have been
aroused that this outbreak of health problems in both families provided a clear
and socially credible rationale for the Burne-Joneses nOt to pursue what their
friends so ardently wanted. Possible explanations for why they might really have
dropped Out are that they were too timid - or in MacCanhy's words 'more
cautious and less competent, seeming sometimes like two poor children out in the
world alone'lt - to take the personal and professional risks of the move; or
alternatively that they suspected that Morris was trying to shore lip an
increasingly difficult domestic situation by importing them into the House.
The difficulty faced in understanding the decision to move from Red House is
compounded by the fact that much of the general literature on Morris, Red House
and the Firm has tended to make Morris central to the story, leaving his
colleagues to play out a seemingly secondary or even passive role. This underestimates the changing nature of the relationship between those who frequented
the House. Burne·Jones was undoubtedly a significant figure in the early
development of the Firm particularly in his designs for stained glass. But during
this period he was developing expertise and reputation outside this arena. He had
been producing watercolours for a small number of loyal patrons through the late
1850s. In the 1860s he became increasingly involved in the development of the
aesthetic movement, and was, outside Morris's immediate circle, 'meeting with
like-minded young artists such as Henry Holiday, Simeon Solomon and Albcft
joseph Moore' as well as Whistler. In artistic terms he was 'moving away from the
gothic medievalism of Rossetti and Morris', and simultaneously reducing the
impact and influence of Ruskin. t2 By the time the Morrises left Red House, he had
successfully established himself as a painter in his own right, having exhibited at
the Old Watercolour Society in 1864. This success necessitated him taking on an
assistant in 1866, and enabled him to afford to take on the tenancy of a large
house by 1867. The early 1860s therefore saw him move well beyond the
student/apprentice role of his Oxford and Red Lion Square years. Given the
networks and status he was developing, London must necessarily have been
preferable for him to conduct his business. By 1864 Morris had become the
decorator and businessman, Burne-Jones the artist. Though they were always to
remain close, with Bume-Jones working collaboratively with Morris throughout
their friendship, Bume-Jones acquired a significance and identity that was quite
separate and this was becoming evident whilst the Morrises lived at Red House.
His decision to stay in London may have been a more positive and obvious (and
possibly easier) one than the public pronouncements suggest.
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Jane
Meanwhile, Morris's relationship with his wife was changing. Tt has been argued
that one of the reasons that Morris built the House in the Kent countryside was to
protect his new bride, a working·c1ass woman with few of the social skills
required of a middle·class, if somewhat bohemian, family. Here, amongst likeminded people, she would have the opportunity to develop her new persona, more
confidence and a new social circle. \,,(,hile it may be true that, as most accounts
have it, she perceived the subsequent move from Red House to Queen Square as a
loss in social status, Parry argues that 'she muSt have been pleased to be back in
London' where she had friends and mixed in fashionable circles. u The coosequem
increased proximity to and contact with Rossetti has also been a matter of
considerable speculation. Particularly after the death of his wife Lizzie Siddal in
early 1862, Rossetti had become more remote from both the family and the
House.jane did model for him once at Red House, during Christmas 1860, but it
was not until the summer of 1865, a few months before the departure from Red
House, that contact between the twO became more common. jane, in that
summer, visited Rossetti at his Cheyne \'{falk house ro have some formal
photographs taken and subsequently sat for some pencil, chalk and charcoal
drawings. David Rodgers even considers, somewhat controversially, whether Jane
might have demanded a move back ro London, considering it must have been
'extremely attractive to her' and concluding that it was possible that the 'stoical
Morris, putting her needs before his, reluctantly agreed to sell his beloved Red
House and return ro the hateful metropolis'.14
More a Poem than a House
In the accounts of why they left, therefore, various facrors - financial, health,
commuting and personal - are used with various emphases and in various
combinations. Some writers have tried ro reconstruct these parrs into a more
plausible whole. But reluctance, disappointmenr, poignancy and surprise are the
main themes of almost all the accounts. However, we could move ro a different
starring point, namely that perhaps it is not surprising that the Morrises left. Most
people move on from the house they first buy, as circumstances, inclinations and
fortunes change. Aside from the current occupiers of the House - the Hollamby
family - all the occupants over the last 140 years have moved on at some time: to
emigrate, to occupy an even morc beautiful house, to raise money, to find better
schools, to live in a different area. People simply move on. The problem with this
argument for the Morris family, and particularly William Morris, lies in the
deeply held views of the House held by both Morris himself and those who have
studied and sought to explain him. Jan Marsh's argument that much writing on
Morris is affected by the fact that 'most writers on William Morris are more than
a little in love with their subject'15 applies equally to Red House. It is not just that
any visitor to the House, particularly on a beautiful summer day, finds it hard to
imagine not wanting to live there. The House itself has developed attached
meanings that arc seen as a barrier to any overly pragmatic explanation such as 'it
was time ro move'.
Throughout its existence the House has taxed the descriptive powers of many
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writers, architecrurally, socially and decoratively. Rossetri is most quoted, having
written that 'It is a most noble work in every way and more a poem than a
house' .16 Life inside the House (and outside in the garden) is portrayed with equal
lyricism. The tradition starts with Morris's original biographer who tells us that it
was 'probably the happiest' time in Morris's life, a period of almost 'complete
contentment' and 'almost unclouded happiness'.17 Over the years the 'happiness'
of Morris, his family and his friends, notably in the early months of their
occupation, has attached itself to the House, its occupants and its visitors
throughout the five years. The references used emphasise the excitement, fun and
jollity of a group of young people finding a golden age in a rural castle, in each
other's company, in the start of new projects and in the realisation of their
personal and artistic potential. The images of communal work and play are
immensely attractive and usually summarised by Georgie Burne-Jones's always
quoted memory: 'Oh the joy of those Saturdays to Mondays at Red House!
No protestations - only certainty of contentment in each other's society. We
laughed because we were happy'.lll
In reality the evidence for understanding life at the House is quite limited. The
most significant quotations are either directly from the first few months at the
House or retrospective, generalising nostalgically many years later on the meaning
of the House. In those early months it was undoubtedly exciting and comments
from this time have a breathlessness about them that is contagious. For a while the
dream became, it would seem, a reality. But the experience of the House changed
significantly from its initial conception during Morris's bachelor days, when he
was seeking to become an artist, to the day he left as a married man with twO
children who worked as a general manager trying to establish a new company.
Much changed in that period in the personal lives of all the inhabitants and
visitors. In a fifteen-month period, during which time the House was built,
M,orris, Rossetti and Burne-Jones had all got married. Jane was pregnant when the
Morrises first moved in and within seven months of their arrival they had their
first child Jenny. The second daughter May was to arrive, in Daly's view, rather
more quickly than Jane had hoped, within a further fourteen months. Though
the children brought, it would seem, much joy to their parents, the House now
became a family home. Georgie Burne-Janes herself soon had a son. She may well
have talked about the joyous weekends but, on the accidental discovery that Jane
was pregnant, she commented that 'it was a sign of change, and the thought of
change made me sigh. We paid other visits ro the Morrises after this, but none
quite like it - how could they be'.20
The Rossettis also undermined the contentment of the happy House exposing it
to tragedy. Rossetti's wife Lizzie, a frequent visitor to the House, had a stillborn
child four months after Jenny Morris was born and then in early 1862 apparently
committed suicide with an overdose of laudanum ro which she had been addicted
for a number of years. Rossetti's relationship to Morris had cooled but he
remained the 'absent presence in the menage'.21 Never seemingly a regular visiror
to Red House, he nonetheless contributed to the decoration of the Drawing
Room, but by 1862 he had moved on to become bohemian-in-residence at Cheyne
Walk in Chelsea. Rossetti, like Burne-Jones, was also caught up in the artistic
changes of this period as aestheticism established itself. His subsequent increased
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animosity CO Morris 22 , combined with the frequent speculacion about the
repressed nature of his relationship CO Jane, force the conclusion that for most of
the titne the Rossettis were nOt a contriburory faccor to the happiness of the
household.
The emerging Firm was, in reality, only one focus of the energies of all the
partners, who began CO take off in different directions. As we have seen, BurneJones was establishing himself as an artist and similarly, Philip \Vebb was by the
mid·1860s getting a significant number of commissions, often from artists and
usually in London. Architecture itself was going, like art more generally, through
a transformation with a 'reaction against muscular gothic.... (and) a move from
medievalism and massiveness'.B Webb found himself in the vanguard of what was
to become a new movement in English architecture. Both \Vebb and Burne-Jones
mixed increasingly with the Holland House circle of artists, while Morris 'was
generally unimpressed with the intellectual snobbery' of that groupJ4 While
continuing to contribute, and strongly influence, the design element of the Firm,
Morris's two closest friends were establishing themselves as artist and architect
respectively. Ford Madox Brown was, of course already a noted and established
artist. Of the two less artistic partners, Charley Faulkner had by 1864 decided to
return to the career of a mathematics don at Oxford (though remaining a staunch
friend of the family) and Peter Paul Marshall rook no effective part in the
day·to-day running of the company.
The <happiness' of Red House is rarely co be found in the very limited available
correspondence of the last three years of the Morrises' occupancy of the House;
indeed little is actually said about the House, with the focus being elsewhere. The
reality had moved on from the emphasis on communal work and play to
something rather more prosaic. Morris, now a commuter, would have been away
from the House much of the time. The general assumption is that this commuting
was something he did during the week, with the weekends being the time when
the House became the 'joyous' experience of legend. Although there is little
detailed evidence of what this commuting demanded of Morris, it is known that
the Firm held evening business meetings once or twice a fortnight that went on
until the early hours of the morning and which would have kept Morris away
from Upron. It is also known that Morris kept rooms in Red Lion Square during
this period. Arrhur Munby, the poet, recounts casually meeting with Morris
at the Arts Club one weekday evening and having supper with him. 25 It would
seem likely therefore that Morris spent many nights away from Red House.
Additionally, he was extremely unlikely to have been the 9-5 worker and, indeed,
everything we know of him suggests that he was not likely to break off from some
task simply because the train was due.
Meanwhile in Upton Jane, with four servants and two children and no apparent
social circle in the immediate area, looked after the 'palace', open it would seem
most weekends. There is no evidence to go much beyond this image bur it is not
the image on which the reputation of the House was based, or which is often
presented in much of the literature. Marsh notes that although in the very early
days the women were actively involved in the artistic endeavouts of the House, as
the men's careers developed the 'women dropped into domesticity, relinquishing
their own ambition'.16 Georgie commented plaintively that 'the difference in our
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life made by the presence of a child was very great ... 1 remember the feeling of
exile ... while I sat with my little son on my knee and dropped selfish tears upon
him as "the separator of companions and the terminatot of delights'''.27
By the time he was 30, Morris, together with Jane and their circle of friends,
had become very different people, individually and collectively, from those who
had looked on in excitement as the House was being built in 1859 and who
moved in with imagination and enthusiasm in the summer of 1860. But although
the remains of those exciting times can still be seen, either in the house or in
galleries or museums, it is striking how often things were never completed: only
seven of the twelve Illustrious Women that were to have adorned the dining room;
only three of the seven pictures of the Wedding of Sire Degrevaunr and the
incomplete Dantis Amor in the drawing room; the never even starred Fall of Troy
mural in the hall; and most notably and possibly most importantly the incomplete
painting on the halJ cupboard.
The Joyous Gard
For those to whom the prosaic argument that Morris and his friends simply
moved on, outgrowing Red House and leaving their youthful ideals behind them
as their marriages and careers developed, is, at least by itself, unacceptable, a more
satisfactory explanation possibly lies in linking such ideas to this picture on the
hall cupboard. A subject of much discussion and debate over the years, it presents
to those entering the House the story of the House: why it was built and possibly
why Morris lcfr.
Over the years, the painting has been variously attributed [Q Rossetti and
Burne-Jones, and was thought for a long time to be based on the story of the
Niebelungenlied. It has now been established, thanks panicularly to the work of
jan Marsh and Ray \Vatkinson, as having been done by Morris himself and based
loosely on Malocy's (ale of how Sir Lancelor brought Sir Trisuam and La Belle
Iseult to the castle of the joyous Gard. 28 In the painting, which is sometimes
rough, oft reworked, and only half finished, there is still a clear tale and a clear
message. In rhe garden of rhe Joyous Gard are borh rhe elements of (he Red House
garden and the occupants of Red House. Dressed in medieval clothes, in a
medieval garden, jane, Charley Faulkner, the Burne·Joneses and Lizzie Siddal
appear in various guises. They talk, play music, and express love. They are the
earthly paradise sought by Morris. As Watkinson notes, the painting projects a
life of fellowship. Astutely, he also comments that:
It is unlikely rhar ir was begun unril all rhe turmoil of rhe Exhibirion [of 1862]

was behind: and by November 1864 (he scheme had faUen (hrough. It looks as
if Morris had made a hopeful beginning, let it lie awhile, then made a second
forlorn urgent attempt. The design records its intention: its incompleteness, the
abandonment of Red House for Queen's Square.2 9
Here is what Morris hoped for, tried to attain right through until the BurneJoneses opted out, but saw disappearing as the years at Red House passed by. The
House, arising from an early dream of a semi-monastic community of working
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artists and intended to be a palace of arc, designed as a marital home in the late
1850s, and turned into a family home in the early 1860s, had by 1865 become
something other than had been envisaged. No less beautiful. possibly still a source
of inspiration, it had, however. been left behind. In that decade much had changed
which meant that the continuation of the Red House project was no longer
appropriate or feasible.
The building of Red House was the culmination of a period when Morris,
Burne-Jones and Webb had been under the influence of the gothic and the
medieval and two of their major proponents, Rossetti and Ruskin. Red House and
its contents. while reflecting the change and development of individuals, was in
spirit and, to some extent form, both of that period and their apprenticeship
within it. In onc sense it represented, arcisrically and personally, the end of a
period. Projects were not completed within the House because new projects took
over. Bur as the early 1860s saw a general move on from the muscular gothic, so
it represented a new starting poim personally and aesthetically. As the new
movements in art and architecture gained confidence and identity, so did the
individuals populating Red House. Red House was built at a cusp in this process.
Mark Girouard comments that <the firm started as a group of aesthetic Goths ...
To begin with, what they produced was massive and medieval ... But almost
from the beginning they began to move away from total commitment to
medievalism'.Jo As an experiment Red House stopped looking direcrly back to the
protection of the Joyous Gard that Morris had painted and the Palace of Art he
had wished to create along with his wife and friends. and became a jumping off
point for the careers, personal lifestyles and developing artistic aspirations and
ideas of the circle based around the House. New individual identjties emerged
and the relationships berween rhe individuals shifted, with less emphasis on
dependence and more on independence. The social networks, while continuing to
overlap, became wider and more separate.
Roderick Marshall, in his sometimes curious attempt to provide an
understanding of Morris through Buddhism and Jung, makes a very pertinent
point about Morris. Throughout his life, he says, Morris sought the earthly
paradise and Red House was but one attempt to bring ir to reality. Bur ir taught
him that making it a physical reality was ultimarely impossible, that the answer
lies in the conceptualisation rather than the building. The medieval fantasy, the
life in the casrle with other comradely knights and courtly maidens, was not to be.
Red House did not serve its purpose, panicularly as Morris found himself the sole
proponent of this dream. 3 ! As practical issues and new circumstances ovenook
him and alternarive routes to his earthly paradise emerged, the ability to keep,
and the need for, Red House diminished. He left the House in November 1865,
even though it was to be several months before he was able to let it and nearly a
year before he sold it at a considerable financial loss.3 2 Morris would probably
have been strong enough to resist the weather, health pressures, the financial
constraints, the developing relationship between Rossetri and Jane, possibly even
the commuting. However, as the dream of Red House disappeared amongst his
friends and then, however reluctantly, in himself, Red House stopped being the
castle from which he and his fellow knights protected rhemselves against the
industrial world (and rode out to fight it)3J, and became the suburban country
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house in which he and his family lived. It is hardly surprising therefore either that
he left it or that he could not bear to return to it. He was to find mher potential
Joyous Gards in his art and in his socialism, and even physically in Oxfordshire,
but Red House was left behind for us to recreate his dream and regret his loss of
It.
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